– Week 4 –
Tips and Techniques

Welcome to the BERNINA Serge-Along WEEK 4!
Remember to go back and review the Important Info from Week
1 and all of the Tips and Techniques from the previous weeks. We
have listed the titles below for the important info and the previous
three weeks of tips and tricks for you to use a reference. Last week,
you downloaded your pattern and cut out some of the parts of your
gown. This week we will be constructing part of the gown and will
finish the gown in week 5. Look over the Tips and Techniques for
Week 4. We will refer back to these during our gown construction.

WEEK 1
• Important Info
Read Your Serger Manual
Additional Serger Feet And Attachments
Serger Terms To Know
Seam Allowances
• Sewing And Serging With Plaids

WEEK 2
• Using Pins, Sewing Glue & Quilt Clips
• Using Wonder Tape To Match Seams
• Technique: What To Do With Serger Tails
• Technique: Removing Misplaced Seams
• Technique: Creating Piping
• Technique: Removing Bulk In Piped Seams
• Tip: Serging An Inside Curve
• Technique: Serging A Circle

WEEK 3
• Technique: Finishing The End Of Piping
• Technique: Attaching Piping To A Curve
• Technique: Hemming With The Serger
• Tip: Using Fusible Thread In Your Serger
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WEEK 4 - TIPS AND TECHNIQUES

Tip: Matching Trim Patterns In Heirloom Trims
Some sewists cut and sew or serge trim
pieces together without taking note of how
the embroidery pattern or design within
each trim piece will look when they are
stitched next to each other. If you are a
type A personality, you will want all of your
embroidery designs within the trim pieces
to match. Whether you match the designs,
alternate the designs or just serge them
together however, there truly is no right or
wrong, it is just what you prefer.
Try the following to match the embroidery
patterns:
1. Place the pieces of heirloom trims in the
order they will be attached to each other.
Align the patterns in the trim pieces (see
photo 1), like the flowers, leaves, dots, steps
of the ladder, etc. TIP: Placing these on a
gridded cutting mat will aid in alignment.
2. Ensure that the pieces will be long
enough when cut even with one another.
Cut strips even, top and bottom (photo 1).
3. Using a ruler and a water-soluble fabric
marker, draw a horizontal line across the
pieces in several places (photos 2 and 3).
The longer the strips, the more marks you
will need. We usually mark every 6" - 8".
4. Serge pieces together matching the top
and bottom edges and the drawn lines
(photos 4 and 5). The technique used to
serge the pieces in place will depend on
types of trims being serged together. For
this yoke, the trims used are bridging and
embroidered insertion. NOTE: Embroidered insertion is a strip of fabric embellished with embroidery; therefore, it is
treated as a fabric.
5. Once the heirloom center is complete,
add fabric pieces on each side. Once the side
pieces are attached, the created heirloom
fabric is large enough for the yoke (photo
6). Once the yoke is cut out, ribbon can be
woven through the bridging (photo 7).
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TECHNIQUE: HEIRLOOM SERGING – BRIDGING TO FABRIC
1. Look at the bridging. There is a satin stitched ladder in the center of the strip with 1/4" fabric edges
on each side of the ladder. If the fabric on each side
of the bridging is wider than 1/4", trim to 1/4". It
does have a right and wrong side. The more satin
stitched side is the right side. The joining threads
of the satin stitching meet on the wrong side, so it
will not look as smooth. You can mark the right side
with a quilt clip (photo 1), sticky dot, a piece of lowtack tape or a straight pin (head of the pin on the
right side). The ditch of the bridging is where the
ladder meets the fabric (see red line - photo 2). I’ve
used a red line so that it will show up in the photos.
2. Set the serger as follows:
Refer to your serger manual for the set-up of a
rolled hem.
3-thread rolled hem (right needle &
stitch finger lever on R)
Stitch length = 2.0
Blade cutting width = 6.5
Foot: Standard
3. Place the bridging to the fabric with right sides
together and the cut edges aligned (photo 3a). Glue or
pin in place, if needed (points of the pins toward the
serger, heads of the pin toward you). Place the ditch
of the bridging under the right needle mark OR place
the long right-hand bar of the bridging between the
left and right needle mark, which puts the ditch under
the right needle mark. It is actually the same
placement; you are just looking at something different
on the toe of the foot (photo 3b). TIP: Using a washaway fabric marker, draw a line in the ditch of the
bridging, so that the ditch is easily seen. Note: We’ve
used a red line to show up better in the photos.
4. Serge, making sure the rolled hem stays on the
fabric side of the bridging and doesn’t enclose the
long side of the ladder in the stitch. The rolled hem
should fall right next to the right-hand long side of
the ladder (photos 4 & 5).
5. Press the seam allowance away from bridging.
(photo 6a, shown from wrong side & photo 6b,
shown from right side).
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Note: If attaching bridging to fabric by sewing machine, it is accomplished in three steps.
1. Place fabric to bridging, right sides together and
stitch in the ditch with a straight stitch.
2. Trim the seam allowance to between an 1/8"
and 1/16".
3. Zigzag, by stitching with the zig on nothing and
the zag over the seam allowance and into the ditch.
So, you can see, learning this technique by serger
will save a lot of time.
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TECHNIQUE: HEIRLOOM SERGING - SERGER PINTUCKS
Refer to your serger manual for the set-up of a rolled hem.
1. Set the serger as follows:
3-thread rolled hem (right needle & stitch finger lever on R)
Stitch length = 1.0-1.25
Blade cutting width = 5.5-6.0
Foot: Standard
Colored Tuck: If a colored tuck is desired, place the colored
thread in the upper looper. The needle and lower looper,
should be same color as the fabric or the same color as
the upper looper thread. The upper looper is the main
thread in a rolled hem. The needle thread shows very
little and the lower looper only shows on the underside
of the stitch.
2. Using the same fabric(s) as your garment or project, test the stitch
using two layers of scrap of fabric to make sure the coverage is good,
but the stitches are not overlapping (which looks messy) by adjusting
the stitch length. Different types of threads will have slightly different
stitch lengths. Photo 1 from top to bottom shows stitch lengths of 1.5,
1.25, R and .08. A stitch length of 1.5 is a little too far apart. We like
1.25 or R, the middle two stitch samples. The stitch length of .08 is
too tight since the straight edge of the seam, at the needle thread, is a
little wonky.
3. Knowing your presser foot's width will be important for multiple
pintucks. For our BERNINA L 850, the width of the foot is about
3/4" (photo 2).
4. Either fold the fabric wrong sides together or place two pieces
of fabric wrong sides together. Using a water-soluble fabric marker,
mark a "T" at the top of the fabric and a "B" at the bottom of the
fabric. Marking the fabric will keep you from getting confused about
which end should enter the serger. For the tucks that will press to the
right, place the "T" edge of the fabric under the serger foot and serge
using a 1/4" seam (photo 3). The serger will cut off all unneed-ed
fabric and make a beautiful rolled seam which is the first serger
pintuck (photo. 4).
5. To make a second tuck to the right of the first tuck, fold the fabric,
wrong sides together. The measurement from the first tuck to the fold
must be the width of the foot or wider. On our BERNINA L 850, a
3/4" measurement is suggested. Serge again with the "T" edge of the
fabric entering the serger and the previous pintuck against the left
edge of the foot (photo 5 & 6).
6. To make a third pintuck, repeat step 5, folding the fabric wrong
sides together with the fold 3/4" from the second pintuck (photo 7).
7. For the pintucks that will press to the left, place the "B" edge of the
fabric under the serger foot and serge (photo 8 and see photo 9).
8. To make a second pintuck, fold the fabric wrong sides together
with the fold 3/4" from the first pintuck. Serge with the "B" edge of
the fabric toward the serger and the previous pintuck against the left
edge of the foot (photo 9).
9. To make a third pintuck, repeat the folding and serging process.
10. With the "T" at the top and the "B" at the bottom, press the
pintucks on the right to the right and the pintucks on the left to the
left (photo 10). The spacing between the tucks using our BERNINA L
850 is 3/8" between the tucks and 1/4" after the tucks are pressed to
one side. When using a different serger, the spacing of the tucks will
vary based on the width of the serger foot.
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TECHNIQUE: GATHERING WITH THE SERGER
Gathering with your serger is quick and easy.
1. Set the serger as follows:
4-thread overlock or 3-thread wide or
narrow overlock
Stitch length = 4.0 to 4.5
Blade cutting width = 6.5-7.0
Differential feed = 1.5 to 2.0
Foot: Standard
2. Serge the edge of the fabric with the outer needle or
the seam allowance at a scant less than the required seam
allowance for the pattern. The fabric will gather as you serge
(photo 1).
3. If more gathers are required, find the needle thread or
threads - the straight thread(s) in the serger tail (photo 2).
Pull these out of the seam close to the fabric edge. The serger
tail will fall apart and the needle thread(s) will be the shortest
(photo 3) thread(s). Trim the looper threads close to the
fabric so that the needle thread(s) are now the only thread(s)
extending from the fabric. Pull these threads to gather as
needed (photo 4).
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TECHNIQUE: CONTINUOUS LAP PLACKET BY SERGER
Since we will be using a continuous lap placket for the skirt
back, we will use the skirt as the example for this technique.
1. Set the serger as follows:
4-thread overlock or 3-thread wide
Stitch length = 2.5-3.0
Blade cutting width = 6.0
Foot: Standard
2. The directions for the gown will tell you to measure and cut
a 5" slit down the center back of the skirt (see photo 1).
3. The placket strip is always cut a little longer than twice the
length of the slit. In this case, the placket was cut 2" x 11".
4. Fold the 2" x 11" placket strip in half to measure 1" x 11"
and press well. Fold the length in half and finger press to
indicate the center (photo 1).
5. Open the 5" slit in the skirt back to form a slight "v". Place the
long cut edges of the folded placket to the cut edges of the
opening on the right side of the skirt. The ending point of the
skirt slit should fall a scant 1/4" from the cut edges of the placket
at the crease. The ends of the slit should align with the cut edges
of the placket (photo 2). Pin in place.
6. With the skirt on top and the placket on the bottom, serge with
a 1/4" seam measuring from the cut edges of the placket. You will
catch only a few fibers of the skirt at the point (photo 3).
7. Press the seam toward the placket (photo 4).
8. If needed, trim the top edges of the placket even with the edges
of the skirt. Fold the placket in half with the top edges of the skirt
even. Using the sewing machine and a straight stitch, stitch the
placket layers together at the bottom of the placket creating a
"dart" (photo 5).
9. Fold the right side of the placket to the inside of the skirt. The
left side of the placket will remain extended (photo 6).
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